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Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
Instead you should deploy each application to an Azure
Container instance.
Note: Docker Containers are the global standard and are
natively supported in Azure, offering enterprises an
interesting and flexible way to migrate legacy apps for both
future proofing and cost benefits.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/standard/modernize-with
-azure-and-containers/modernize-existing-apps

NEW QUESTION: 2
Cloudivs3000 uses
A. Redhat Linux
B. Suse Linux
C. RulerOs
D. Windows
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: B
Explanation:
Resource Manager is an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure service that
allows you to automate the process of provisioning your Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure resources. Using Terraform, Resource
Manager helps you install, configure, and manage resources
through the "infrastructure-as-code" model.
With Resource Manager, you can use Terraform's remote exec
functionality to execute scripts or commands on a remote
computer. You can also use this technique for other
provisioners that require access to the remote resource.

NEW QUESTION: 4
There is one transaction with the TS_CONTROL_SCREENING status
gives as
TS_CONTROL_SCREENING_FAILED. This status indicates _______.
A. nothing is particular. this transaction can just be executed
as is
B. that it is a License Exception
C. that it may require a license
D. that it is NOT appropriate to execute this transaction
Answer: C
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